Momentum Transport Announces Release
of Dealer Transport Management System
HOUSTON, Texas, April 3 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Momentum Transport, the
Automobile Industry’s transportation leader, announces the release of the
Dealer Transport Management System (DTMS). Momentum’s proprietary online
vehicle transportation tracking system both automates and simplifies vehicle
transportation — for auto dealers and car carriers alike.

Momentum’s new web-based solution provides dealers
access to thousands of auto carriers specializing in auto auction pickups and
dealer-to-dealer trades, as well as the ability to receive instant quotes and
provide full transactional reporting. The DTMS saves auto dealers, auctions,
manufacturers, and exporters time and money by transforming a paper, fax and
phone based procedure into a streamlined, automated process.
Momentum’s managed transportation solution provides online visibility with
consistent email alerts from the time an order is placed until the vehicle(s)
are delivered. Dealers can both track progress and have a transport history
of each vehicle — including costs and purchase order (PO) numbers. This
process saves dealers from having to issue checks to the carrier at delivery,
which translates to a seamless close out and simplified integration with
their respective accounting department.
Dealers can log on to the site at any time — from any location — and have
immediate access to the status of each car transport. Momentum Transport’s
Dealer Accounts division is backed by an experienced transport staff that
follows a very stringent process, verifying licensing and insurance for each
vehicle — minimizing dealer liability.
“Momentum Transport has helped me streamline my online auction buying
process. Not only am I saving money on transport, but vehicles are getting to
my dealership 30 percent faster and I don’t have to worry about the small
details. Finally, I can spend time managing rather than dealing with
accounting and transport headaches,” commented Hector Cardet, Preowned
Manager, McGinnis Cadillac.
Momentum’s Dealer Transport Tracking System has no sign up or monthly fees
and allows the dealer to eliminate the hassle of COD payments by carriers at
delivery. “With online auctions and dealer trades becoming the trend, dealers
have the ability to transport one car at a time, rather than grouping on a

full truckload. As a result, we have seen an increased demand for our Managed
Transportation Solution services,” said Baylor Fortmeyer, Director of Auto
Transport Dealer Services.
About Momentum Transport
Since 1996, Momentum Transport has been the nation’s premier provider of auto
transport services. Momentum’s goal to provide value-priced, hassle-free
transport services has helped to vault the company to one of the largest and
most well respected transport providers in the country. Momentum Transport is
a technology-based national auto transport logistics provider with a network
of over 4,300 licensed, bonded and insured carriers across the United States.
Visit www.momentumtransport.com for more info or call 1-866-309-7700.
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